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ABSTRACT
Ihis paper exgmines a method for assessing the effects of con-
sumption situations on a consumer's product choices. It is
argxjed that a free response approach be adopted for constructing
product-specific consumption situation taxonomies in order to
examine the homogeneity of such situational effects on dif-
ferent consumers. The proposed method is illustrated in the
context of consumer clothing choice and the advantages, uses,
and limitations of the iwthod are discussed.
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A FREE RESPONSE APHIOACH TO DEVELOPING HIODUC?-SPECIFIC
CONSUMPTION SITUATION TAXONOMIES
THE NEED TO CONSIDEE CONSUMPTION SITUATIC3JS IN PRODUCT PUNNING
In many product categories a knowledge of a consumer's general
traits, desires, and attitudes is not enough to be able to predict the
types of products which are appealing or the attrabu4es which are sought
in selecting such a product. Stefflre and Barnett (1968), lankelovich
(196U), and Haley (1968) have all urged that the specific consujuption
situation anticipated for a product is an important part of the con-
sumer choice process. Sandell (196S) dsmonstrated that beverage
preferences may differ markedly depending upon the situation in which
the beverage is consumed. Evidence of consumptifi-.n situation effects
have also been found in studies of consusner preferences and choices of
leisure activities (Bishop and Witt, 19?0), fast foods (Miller, 197U;
Belk, 1975b), soft drinks (Bsardon and Woodside, 1976; Sharps and
Qranzin, 197U), snack products (Lutz and Kakkar, 197U; Bslk, 197Ub),
Beer (Beardon and Woodside, 1977), meat products (Belk, 197Ua), food
products (Kamen and Eindhoven, 1963), mouthwash (Srivastava and Shocker,
1977), and motion pictures (Belks 197l4b).
It may be noted that the products and services above are all non-
durables for which the item select-ed jnay readi3.y be altered from one
consumption situation to another. l«;hiie there is some evidence that
extreme differences in single consumption situations such as choosing
a product for either personal use or as a gift, may affect choices of
.
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some dxa-able goods such as srnall appliances (?iiK;ent and Zikmund, 1976;
Hansen, 1972; Ryans, 1977) and tableware (Gr^nhaug, 1972), such items are
less susceptible to infItjence from a single consumption situation than
are consumer non-durable goods. However it is possible that consumption
situations may still exert an Influence on consvu?©r purchase decisions
when it is not feasible to change products to sui^ the situation. As
Berkowita, Ginter, and Talarayk (1977) have illustrated with regard to
automobile choice behaviorj depending upon the anticipated frequency of
various usage situations anticipated far a product, the evaluation of
various product attributes desireable in these situations may recei"3ie
heavier or lifter weights in brand attitudes. That is, consujsiers may
somehow weight their decision criteria for a product which is to serve
in imiltiple consusiption situations according to 1^© anticipated frequency
or, perhaps, the importance of each situation. If this sort of weighting
does take place, even choices of such major durable products as a home
may be affected by characteristics of the consusrption situations planned
for the product. And in instances in which the house is later found to
be inadequate for eitarging consusjption situations such entertaining
guests or growing vegetables, the p'orcnaser may ixi prone to remodel or
move.
In addition to irifltiences froiti consumption situations in the pur-
chase of nondurable and major durable products and services, there are
certain minor durable products for which the influence of eonsuisiption
situations vaay be recognized in another way. Consider products such as
food seasonings, record albums, clothing, and carpentry tools. In
these prodtiet categories an array of choices may be accumulated in order
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to provide a stockpile of readily available choices to draw from when
an appropriate constanption situation occurs. The initial purchase of
such products may either be in response to an impending single con-
sumption situation (e.g. a dress for an upcoming party) or in response
to potential future eonsmnption situations which are felt to be likely
to occur and/or to be highly important to be prepared for if they do
occur (e.g. guest bad linen). In either case, the good is usually re-
tained in the consunisr's inventory for use in appropriate future con-
sumption situations.
The three ways just outlined in which conswiption situations may
affect consumer purchases may be stumi!ai*i2ed as:
1
.
Single use constusption situational effects on nondurable s
;
in which a good is purchased for use in a single rapidly
anticipated consryiption situation;
2. Multiple use ccnsuiiTption situational effects on major
d'jrables: in wliich a good is purchased which "best" satis-
fies the various demands of several anticipated con-
sumption siti:tations ; and
3. Intermittent tise consuraptlcn situational effects on minor
durables i in which goods are purchased ^ich will be kept
in inv9nt.ory, possibly as part of an array of such goods,
for use in those anticipated consumption sitxiations for
vrhich they nsay be appropriate.
Considering all three types of consuinption situation influence, there
are few, if ar^ prodvict. aad sersrice purchases i^ich are devoid of
potential consumption situation influences. Bacause cons'csmsr purchases
may frequently be guided by the match between the consumption situation
or situations envisioned for the item being chosen and the consumption
situations considered to be appropriate for a given item, it may be
erroneous and misleading to assuK® that a consumsr maintains a single
evoked set of product alternatives in a fixed product category. Instead
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it seeais liicely that when conswners have clear expectations of the con-
stsraption eitiiatioRs in which s product can and vsill be •ased, the con-
sxu?!sr's eroked set of alternative is also tied to the set of intended
conauBSDtion situations envisioned^ In these instances an accurate
understanding of such notions as ''cowpeting products", "salient
attribfatas"» and "product position", requires specification of the
typ^s of consrcunption situations which the cons\Hner Kay have in ndJid.
, mXS TO CONCEPrUAIlZB CONSUMFTIOK SITUATIONS
The Ifeed for a Taxonorfy
Anyone who has attemptad to concoptyally or operationally deal with
situations at a general level has experienced the frustration of trying
to specify a construct of enoimous breadth and minimal clarity. While
we may readily define a situation as the conditions present at a fixed
time and place, this does nothing to delineate tb© specific conditions
which conrprise a situation. Since the construct of situation must be
able to be operationally specified and nffiaaured to be of any practical
use» some sort of a classification of sittjations which describes the
domain of situations or situational rariafcles seems essential. Two
gei'iaral approaches to lis'veloping such a taxonositf weald be: A) attempting
to classify all possible situations or situational variables, and B)
attempting to classify all j?elevant situations or situational vai'iables
affecting a given domain of behavior. Two examples of approach A) are
the work of Sells (1963) who developed a list of over 200 situational
variables including role expectations, risk, and leval of skills re-
(jiJiired, and, at the other end of the continuura of detail, the work of
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Ifehrabian and Russell (197U) ^iio de%'eloped a classification of three
situational properties s pleasure (pleasingness), arousal (axcitingness),
and dondnanca (amount of tshaTloral constraint). Although such efforts
to classify all possible situations or situational variables are very
useful in developing an understanding of the major situational diBJsnsions
which may affect behavior, they suffer two drawbacks. Om problem is
that to date no single comcrehensive and generally accepted taxonorry has
been developed. And as Kakkar and Lutz (197$) point out, those general
taxonomies which have been developed are not hi^ly appropriate for in-
vestigating consuirar behavior « The other problem with the ger^ral
taxonomies is that the situations and situational variables which affect
sons consujRser behaviors (such as choosing a type of liquor to purchase)
may be wholly different from those which affect other consujner behaviors
(such as choosing a type of laxative to purcliase). Because of these
difficulties, approach B) of trying to classify all relevant situations
or sitTiational variables is appealing.
Relevant situations or situational variables are those which can
and do affect a given set of behaviors. If these sitiiations and variables
are selected becaxise they affect the behatiors of interest, the potential
for developing conceptually rich but pragmatically sieaningless situation
concepts is reduced or eliminated. And since the question of what types
of situations or situational variables exist can than more readily b©
fraced as an ampirical question rather than a hypothetical one, there is
also greater potentisil for agreenent about ^a taxonojmy once it has been
constructed. Therefore specifying a doirsain of behaviors of interest
rather than attempting to construct a grand taxonoity of all situations
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or situational variables which may affect consumer decisions, is both
more feasible and aiore useful.
In seeking a domain -specific situational taxonomy in a consumer
behavior context we might first specify whether we are interested in
situational factors affecting piirchase situations, coiasunication
situations, or consuirrption situations. This distinction was suggested
by Hansen (1972) and is a useful but potentially ndsleading one. It is
potentially misleading becsus© for all three types of situations we
will normally be interested in consunser parchase behaviors. In the
case of communication situations we ara most often interested in the
effect of- advertising or other commanications ( and attendant situational
conditions) on fut\ire product choice behavior i and in the case of
consumption situations we are most oft^n interested in the effect of
conaurapticai sitiiational conditions on prior product choice behavior.
Obviously the only way in which consumption sittiations can influence
prior behavior is through the consuiusr's anticipation of these con-
suBiption situational conditions while buying. That is, we are interested
in those aspects of the consrumption situation which enter into the
purchase situation becaxise the consumer is envisioning these future
conditions while buying. In contrast, the otJh.er relevant sittiational
conditions in the purchase situation are likely to be unanticipated by
the consumer. Such conditions as the weather, time pressure, shelf
arrangements, and mood are purchase situation conditions which are most
likely to alter prior purchase intentions when they differ from the p\ir-
chase situation anticipated when tiie intentions were formed.' Because
^Sheth (1971 ) has made the distinction between anticipated aM un-
anticipated situatior*al conditions soinswhat differently.
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•bh© €kff6C-ts of anticipated aoiisrajr^jtion sit^^atian8 stich as an upcoadng
4inner party are by tlia definition of "anticipated" more stable and
recognizable tlian tha effects of unanticipated purchase situations such
as a crowded stoi^, by focusing on the pxirchase effects of anticipated
consturg>tion situations we are dealdiig with situational influences which
the consumer can and does give as reasons for a purchase selection.
Within the still large domain of consumer purchase behaviors affected
by anticipated consuroption situations, "relevant situation^ are likely
to differ ftother by product. V^iile the desireability of product-specific
consumption situation taxonomies is evident, it is not always clear what
tha boundaries should be in defining a prod\ict or product class. This
is becatis© we do iK>t always ha"TO a clear xmderstanding of what product
items are seen as alternatives for each other in at least soine consurantion
situations. For instance a given consumer isay consider Hawaiian Punch
and Seven-Up to be alternative beverages when planning for weekend lunches*
but this constimer i-fcay see orte or neither as alternatives when planning
for mixes to drink with liquor at a social gathering (Robertson, 1970).
For this reason it is ijnportant to err on the side of too broad a product
set rather than on the side of too narrow a product set when pursuing a
product-specific consuiription situation taxonortc. Srivastava and Shocker
(1977) have recently demonstrated an application of procedures by
Stefflr© Cl??!) for generating a set of potentially substitutable
products. They also found that group interviews were very useful in
generating a set of products which i«iet of exceeded each subject's set of
potentially substitutable alternatives. Unless a prodxict class suffers
little or no perceptual ambiguity, laethods such as these should be a
prerequisite in seeking broad product groupings for which to pursue con-
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STicgption situation taxonoffiiss*
Criteria for Taxcnoades
'Sh0 prf^or disciission is swisniariaed and extended by the following
list of cri^ria for a consun5>tioK sittiation taxonomy
s
1 « Ji¥od«ct Specificity
2. Consumer Relevance
3. Aggregation Potential
h* Decisica-rrtaker Ralevanc®.
As alrsady argtjsd, & pi-'oduct-specific taxonomy' of constiitiption sittiations
is more fe&siblsj more Kianageable^ and more usaftil than a general approach
to sitxiation taxonoi^y. Since consumption situations &re infinitely diverse
across prod^uotsa it is especially necessary and dssirsable that a taxonomy
of consmirptd-on situations be approached at th© prodliet class level.
It is also imperative if a consusjption situational taxonoir^r is to
reflect situations or ooriditicns Khieh can and do affect product choice*
that the taxonoj^y be relevant to consusr^rs. For- instance if a consumer's
purcitasas of gifts are contrasted in instances in which the consujqotion
situstian is either a shared holiday (e*g. Valentine's Day^ Christmas) or
a person-specific gift-gi'vlng occasion (e.g. birthday, wedtiing anniversary),
biit the eonsuweir's only relevant considerations are whetiier the recipient
is young or old, and male or femal©, then the basis for the taxonomy is
wsaninglesst The ult5jnate translation of this criterion is that the
typology should be related to the consurasr's acttjal beha'^rioral differences
across situations » A translation of this criterion based on perceptual
differences as a basis for situational taxonongr taatsld be weaker since
thee© perceptxial diffsr^rices may or msi^-r not be sufficient to cause dif-
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ferences in behavior. This would bs true in the previous example if
the gift-giver iitdeed diatingtsished between shared and person-specific
gift-giving occasions, but tte distinction did not affect gift choices.
The third criterion^ that a consxanption. sitiiation taxonomy has
aggregation potential, assumes that individual differences will exist
in the consuner behaviors -s^ich covary with various situational conditions
in a consumption categoiy. Given this assumption, the criterion calls
for siifficient homogeneity of sitvational effects across consusars that
most of the situation or situational condition types in the taxonomy
affect most of the consumers in a ajjoilar manner. IsfiLth data on consumer
responses to a variety of situations, it is an empirical qiaestion whether
there is sufficient homogeneity of effects for a common situational
taxonomy or -.^lether several segmants of similar consumers need to be
treated separately. It is conceivable for example that cliildren and
adults or different groups of adults may differentiate different situations
or aspects of situations in selecting clothing to purchase and wear.
While a child's clothing selections for play situations may be viswed
as for either indoor or outdoor and for scuianer or winter situations, an
adult Bay select a "play" wardrobe with different outfits fcr- tennis,
golfingj skiing J jogging, fish5.ng, hunting, bowl3,ng, and other distinct
activity types. The criterion of aggj*8gation potential reauires that a
typology hav!s sons generality beyond applying to a single individual
with idsosjmeratic responses to fiitus.tions , rnls means that hoih the
situations or situational vs,riablss ^^ the affects 6£ these conditions
on oonsTiraer choice beha-slor ma^t b© shared.
The fourth criterion requires th4t a situational taxonomy have
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relevance to a marketer or public policy decision -make^. Ideally an
identified situational response pattern could be translated into a mar-
keting strategy by dasigtdag a product offering and marketing program
directed at a Particular type of use situation for which few other
offerings are seen by consumers to be appropriate. From the point of
view of public policy o^ business, a situational taxonosy could also
be relevant because it allows a better understanding of which product
offerings actually do compete in the sense of being seen by consumers
as alternative solutions to particular types of ccxisunrption situation
problems (see Day and Shocker, 1976). While it is difficult to en-
vision totally inactionable consumption situational typologies when
the other three criteria are mat, there are likely to be some typologies
irtiich are more readily actionahle than others. For instance, consumption
situation conditions described in terms of emotional states are likely
to be harder to communicate about than are consumption situational con-
ditions described in terras of consximer activities. However taxonomies
of consumption situations are generally more actionable than taxonomies
of unanticipated aspects of the purchase situation.
Types of Potential Taxonoxides
The preceding discussion lias referred to the possibility that we
mi^t wish to develop taxonomies of either complete consuinption situations
or else characteristics of situations. As Fredericksen (1972) points out,
this distinction parallels the divergence of approashes to studying
individual differences by either attempting to develop taxonomies to
classify individuals or taxonomies to classify attributes of individuals.
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For instance we ndght classify consnmsrs in toto by using a scheine such
as Stone's (19I^U) categoriaation of shoppers as apathetic, sconomic,
personalizing* or ethical. AlternatiTsly we might regard any or all of
a mrniber of personality trait inventories as comprehensive descriptors
of the attributes of individual consumers which caaae them to behave
differently. Although ^th taxonorrdes of situations and taxonoinies of
situational attributes wwxld potentially be t^eful* there is one ad-
vantage vAich presently favors tlK developi^nt of taxonomies of situations
rather than situational attributes. The advantage is that, especially
within a prescribed product class, the donikin to be classified is easier
to specify whan it consists of -wfeole consumption situations rather than
characteristics of these situations, Kakkar and Lutz (1975) have
developed an interesting set of three situational attribute dimensions
(social interaction, tjersonal involveiaent , and temporal corandttinent
)
from factor analysis of responses to 11 original dimensions describing
snack product consumption situations, but they recognize that there is
little assurance that the original set of dissensions captxired all
relevant differences between the ^tuations. Although consumption
situaticms for a group of products such as snacks may be diverse, they
are certainly easier to recognize and are probably fewer in nureber than
the potential attributes i^lch such sitiaations rns^ possess.
In pursuing a taxonojny of situations, or in pursuing a taxonosoy of
situational attributes, another decision which rmmt he mads coneerns the
method of classification. Two very broad approaches would be theoretical
and eniDlrical classifications, k theoretical derivation would be
appealing, but unfortimately tl^ diversity of situational influences
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Biy proceeding in this rnani^r the prodiict specificity and decision-
maker relevance criteria for a sit-uational taxonon^ ars readily met,
but tha remaining criteria of consumer relevance and aggregation
potential ara less certain. The remairider of this paper is devoted
to illuatrating a behavior-appropriateness-based laathod of deriving
prcjdisct-specific consTiraption situation taxoncirdes which satisfy the
consujrer reisvancs criterion as well and allow assesstnant of the ag-
gregation potential of the resulting taxonoj;^-. In fact it is the
potential opposition of these last two criteria '.^d.ch motivates this
paper ^ The substantive qusstion considered is whether a taxonomy which
is relevant to a consumer can be gexieraliaed to having relevance to
other consufflsrs. The Kssthodology esg^loyed provides a laeans for an-
stsering this question in the context of any product category which the
corisujner can recognise and in xfhich dicices are frequently made.
AN ILLaSTRATIVS STUDY
^fethod
A study was undertaken in order to densonstrate aneapproach for
developing product-specific coiisungjtion situation tarconomies for single
iiidividuals . ThB iraathod einploysd was baaed on sesd-structured diaries
of consuittption situation occturences and corresponding product choices
for an intermittent use minor durable. The prodtict context chosen for
this illustrative study was warm weather clothing exclusive of under-
wear and outerwear. Data wei^ collected from a sample of '•$ VSiite
middle class undergraduate st^3dents (7 riales and 8 fenales) at the
University of Illinois. All agreed to keep diaries of the clothing
which they wore and the "primary" and "secondary" situations in which
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argues against a comprehensive theory of these effacts. It is, for in-
stances difficult to imagine a single theory vtilch. could capture the
purchase influences of consumer mood, shelving arraiigaiiiants, saleaperson's
eye contact, and tiine pressure* As a result, the few theory-derived
situational constructs -«shich do exist are limited* intuitive, and relevant
prijnarily to a limited set of cons-omer responses. ^ This leatras empirical
classification as the most feasible approach and raises the further ques-
tion of the type of data to be used in generating a taxonony.
One data approach to an empirical classification of sitt;iations
would be to gather a variety of descriptive statements about situations
of concern and then group situations according to similarities in pat-
terns in group or subgroup responses to these stater/®nts . The difficulty
with this appi-oach is the saree as that with developing taxonomies of
sitxaational attributes: the relevant doiaa^r* is difficult or iirtpossible
to identify^ A second approach avoids the problems of selecting an
attribute set by using multidiinensional scaling of siitdlarities data
gathered on a set of situations « TfeLl® this approach avoids the prcbleins
of selecting an attribute set, it caii becojt^ usfieldy with a large num-
ber of situations identified in reasonable detail.. Also there is no as-
surance that the perceptual diifsansions gerisrated in rsaxltidijiisnslonal
scaling will ba related to the l^havlors of interest. Another approach
which has been suggested by various authors (e.g. Predericksen, 1972;
Balk, 1975a J Price, 197ii)j is to collect data on the occurrence, probability,
or appropriateness of vaidous behaviors relevant in a set of situations.
^Examples are Lavidgajs (1966) "cir-cus atmosnhare "' , and Er^el, Kollat,
and BlackvTell's (1968) '^precipitating circumstances'*.
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they wore thssa outfits during a l5 day period. Swinw&ar, unifoKos,
and siadlar highly use -specific outfits were excluded frore analysis.
Plrinary sitTsticats were operationally dsHned as "situations (a time
and place in which you and possibly others eaagaged in sora^ activity)
in which you we^" a parfcicular outfit or item of clothes with primarily
that situation in Kdnd." Secondary situations wsi'e described as other
situations precedirig or follo^^sijDjy this ons in i^hich the clothing chosen
was also expected to be worn* Subjects ware askad to draw on other
recent (June to September) clothing co.isuiHption situations rertBrnbered
to suppliuBnfc the diary data and briiTg the total number of situations
recorded to bett*e&n 2^ ard 33- These latter additions accounted for
slightly lass tlian on® -third of the ^tuations gerieratsd and predictably
biased the situations sanipled toward more prordneat and ineiriorabla oc-
casions. Consus^tion situations were considered as they affected selection
of an item from a wardrobe rather than selection of an item for a wardrobe,
based on tte assuji^tion that actual consumption situations are an
accurately inQas\ireab'le surrogate for anticipated consureotion situations.
The implications of this assumption are discussed after presenting restilts.
Subjects -sjerQ encouraged to descri'be each situation in their own
words and short phrases » but to include ansrtijers to the following questions j
A. Description
1. HJhat was this situaticn like?
2. IflJhat did yxju do there?
3. Who were you with?
U. Who did you see there?
$» Wxskt happeried?
6. What were your feelings while there?
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B. Special Influences on Glothiiig
1 , VJhat, if any, drcxanstances infltjeriCad your specific choice
of clothing?
2. Miat secondary situations .. .preceded or follcr»red this one?
G. Major Characteristics
1 . lnJhat ajne the major characteristics of this sitiiation?
2. Miat single word or short j^ferase would yaa usa to describe
this type of sitiiation?
In describing the clothing t-wrn in each situation, the subject was asked
to include:
A. Description
1. Miat color, styl©, pattern, cut, material* and brand
Characterize the distiactivie featxrres of each item?
2, Vftiich if any of these itmes do you wear only as a set?
B. Characteristics
1
.
How did you feel when wearing this clothing in this situation?
2. ^'^at are the majcr characteristics of this group of clothing
items?
After subjects had listed situations and corresponding clothing ensembles
they were instructed to transfer these designations by number and brief
description onto a master xaatrlx in which situations formed the columns
and clothijig groups fon?»d the rows. The subjects were then asked to
fill-in the matrix by rating hot^ appropriate each clothing outfit listed
would be for e^h situation listed, using the following codes:
1=Hi^ly Inappropriate (all wrong)
2=SoiH8^diat Inappropriate (reostly unsatisfactory)
S^Somewhat Appropriate (mostly satisfactory)
U=Highly Appropriate (just risilit).
It was pointed out to subjects that the diagonal of actual situation and
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clothing matches need not nsesssarily hs all fillad with "it's".
This frae -response asthod of data collection resembles the work of
Rosenberg (1977) in stt^jsJyiag person perception and the work of Pfervln
(19?6) in stitdying gemral situational inflijences on behavior. The
collection of appropriatanass nieasures follows sefsral researchers in-
cluding Pries (197I1) and Srirastava and Shocksr (197?). In beginning
with -unstructTarad subject listings of sit-aations aM cloliiing choices
and moTlng to struetta'ed appropriateness ratings, th© exploratory ad-
vantages of using imconstrained desorf.ptlons in th© subject's own
words are combinsd with, the quaritification of this data which is neces-
sary to darivs classifications of tte consiiPiptlon sitxtations gemrated.
Th© appropriateness matricias dsveloiCKSid by this procadur© wera then
ready for the -»d.thin-subject classifications which war© to form the
basis for comparisons of the generality of tha resulting taxonoirdss
across subjects.
BftsrdltS
Of the several siethods of data reduction possible for ©ach of the
appropriatei^ss Ratriciess a factor analysis was choaeftj using situations
as it©B3s and clothing ansembles as obsei'vations « Prtociple coinponsnts
snall^rsis was carried out using an iterative routine to re -estimate com-
nunalitiea. Yarijnax rotations were p@rfonfied with eigenvalues and in-
terpretive criteria sirsplojed to determins the number of factors ultijnately
retained. This imraber varied from two to fiv® factors over the 1S dif-
ferent subjects. Because of space liirdtations and for the sake of clarity,
data will be presented only for the four inale subjects whose data resulted
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in 3fBtaining three i'aotcj'a. Tabieis 1 thro\j|ii h provid© stunmarles of
thB situation factors obtainad foi- the da.ta trom "tedrsw"j froia "Steve",
froM "Tcia",. and TroKi "Jo©'*, fh© ssost basic goiTsparison of interest
across those fouj' subjects is ths natiar© of the sit'uation factors, bat
'where a coKsnoii situation factor OGC\irs it is also of concern vri:i9ther
tha g^bjects K^iio soesdj^^gXy eiTiploy tMs tyjse' of situation as a deter-
Edaaat of clothing choicsj, asch select the sar» types of clothing vrhen
situations of this type ocsar, Fiiially it may or may not be of im-
psrtarics that subjects -^io react to sitiAstioaa with bghayioral similarity
also characterisa these situations axai/oT tha correspondlRg clothing
choiGss vith 2g£H2£HHi sij^-ilarity*
While obvlaasly a larger ROTiber of subjsots are rsedsd for a
dsfia3.tive conclusion atxrat tm hciaogansity of gitxmtional effects
within a gro'up of people stj.ch as collaga stiaisntsj certain comriran
thsiBss 3irarg© fx-om thg tsbled rosxtltse It m.j b« s&Qn that a social
situatios factor '^jssrged for ejich of tiioya tmbjectsji aii svsryxiay fac-
tor ©Rjargsd for three of the taar isubjscts* aitkl an outdoor factca* alao
ei^rged for thrsa of -ttie four subjects. Osly the p'abli.« factor and tba
ianprossiori formation factor wsfa not obtained for irtor© than one of th^e
subjects s arid both of a.'.as.o faaliorg irerts peculiar to "Mdrsw" (Tabl© 1).
SiQ other throe mibjects iii fpot doRioRstr«r!>e roughly cqua.V£lent factor
stractijres . This siMlarity is also illustrated by the fact that each
of thesd thr©«i' subjects s&s sobs typs of blia@ jeans as ap'oropriate for
each typs of sitiiabloa iihey encoiaiter, vharaas "A«drew*%' while also
>?e&ririg blta jeans In tbs public tjn^S'S of situj^.tiais-, is the only on© who
coranonly waars stdts* spcrbs ccat-s, &xA dress slacks iii any of the
clothing coj-LWjT^tion situationa wfeich iia currently oijco-iinterg. Although
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the other three subjects show some differences in the clothing selected
for each situation type (e.g. Tom prefers boots and Moccasins where Joe
prefers athletic shoes), it appears that ttey wotild generally feel com-
fortable if they vrere to excharsge vrardrobes and wcrald tend to choose the
saB» types of outfits for a given situation type.
In considering the shared sittsation characteristics listed in the
tables, there is much less agreement evidenced aiaong sub.iacts than there
is in the behavioral-appropri&tsmss-based factor stractures. This pro-
vides at least suggestive evidence that despite similarities in behaviors
within sitTiations, the perceptions of these sitiiations are not homogeneous.
If at least part of slothing selection is asstjrned to be insitative this is
readily understandable. Subjects may discover for instance what is ac-
ceptable clothing to wear in a bar td.thout all puliing the sait© labels oe
such situations or all experiencing the s&im feelings within these
situations. In examining the shared clothing attr^ibutes in Tables 1
through k there is a greater amount of agreement bet;-;een subjects;, but
here certain descriptive phrases such as "consfortable" appear in nearly
all groups of situations. In retrospect, asking subjects hem they felt
irearing the clothes in the sitTOjion may account for these similarities
since feeling comfortable should be a coinrtion oatcorr© of weaidng clothing
which the individual feels are appropriate for the situation.
Discussion
In the analyses of data from the males whose results are not pre-
sented* the behavioral -approprie.tei3es3-bas6d situation factors derived
all parallel those factors shown in the tables above, except that for
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two of these i-emalTiing thres male sub.-ject^ two "social'' factors ereei-ged
which might be charactsrised as structured social sit^iations (±n which
Bvors form&l clothing was worn) and tLostyoctured social situations. The
analyses of the data from the eight female subjects also showed
reasonably good correspoMsnce between the sitixatloiml factors of dif-
ferent stibjects and between the clothing subjects choso to wear within
these situations. As with the riala sub.isctsg a social factor and an
everyd.ay factor erserged consistently, but with %hs exception of ©ho
subjects the outdoor factor was not obtained. Instead, an organizational
actixdty factor (primarily work and n^eting situations) and a special
occasions factor wars fcxmd. As with the Kale subjects however* it
appears that female wardrobe selections mive keyed to an average of
three sittiation types. This represents greater situational specificity
in clothing selections than the notion of universally acceptable en-
sensbles would allow (e'ven the nearly universal blue jean shows product
differentiation kej^Bd to situation types), but a smaller number of
situational response patterns than vers initially anticipated. Although
the present analysis im-olved a taxonoiry of situations rather than
clothing ensembles* thes*© were^ for instanos, iSewer apparent clothing
types than Holman's (19?6) research fotind which college students were
able to discern in perceptions of others ' olo-bhing.
If the present results are typical of other college students and
if these choices of iter.xs from clothing wardrobes are reflected in choices
of items for clothing wardrobes, the clothing it^jns vjMch can be regarded
as alternatives for common consumption situations are relatively niursrous,
providing a broad definition of three or four markets in college student
clothing. The assm?rption of consumption choices being a sui'rogate for
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antlcipated consumption effects on product purchase, would need to be
checked however, since there raay be sittiations ^ich are too isolated
and infreqiient to enssrge as factors but which are iiroortant enough to
have a major iiuDact on clothing selections. For Instance, tl^ tindng
of the present study is such that even thotigh many of the students t^ere
seniors, no job interviews were captured, fievertheless the importance
of this anticipated consuitrption situation inay well havB strongly affected
clothing purchases following the data collection period.
It might a3.3o be thought that the nse of diary data and the focus
on consumption choices would preclude the fitting of new products into
the situational taxonomies derived, H'3KB^?er if new product alternatives
are shown or described and the subject is asked to include these in the
appropriateness matrix, the free response nature of the ii»thod may b©
retained while adding new products to the potential product set. One
further caution which noi-mally imst be extended in developing situational
taxonomies is also handled quits neatly by the present method. The
caution is that when dealing xd-th behaviorally based situational taxonomias
the apparent situation-beha'^lor effects can be misleading if soiae of the
situation types occur rarely or ne^^ar for a subject. Ho«e\'-er, since the
subject has generated the input sitxiations from his own experience and
since with diary data situational occusEnce freousncies may be calculated
for weighting, this problem need not occur here. 1!here are stilj problems
when the resvults indicate that there is not sufficient homogeneity of
situational effects to allow dealing with situation types for an aggregate
market or for several identifiable submarkets with homogeneous situational
effects. But this problem is essentially what the method is intended to
detect*
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CONCUJSION
Tha foregoing results were intended to prssent a Hxrlt^d example
of a method recoitmsended for constinicting product-specific constiinption
situation taxonomias x'slevant to understanding how a group of products
may be positioned situationally by consuitiers. The method iTiay regarded
as a useful explorator;y step which can aid in discci'sriiig relevant con-
sumption situation types and in assessing the homogeneity of the re-
sulting typologies* %• beginniJig with this free -response approach to
sittiaticn and product description, the researcher need not begin with
assunptions about the situations wiich are relevant to the consumer,
about the salient characteristics of these situations, or about the
particular prodticts seen by th^ consu](ner as altei'nativBs within any or
all of these situations. It is still necessai'y to broadly define the
product class to the consuiaer initially, and to ha'ws these consuJn»rs pro-
vide longitudinal <^tails on the occurrence of varicnis situations. Hot?-
ever this raed only be done with a limited nxirtibsr of representative con-
sumers since the ar^alyses are intraindividual . Once a situational
typology or typologies have been developed for this initial sample,
subsequent aggregate resaarch can be conducted using structured
responses to prototypical situationaJ. descriptions.
Variations on the raethods illustrated way be exr^cted to provide
additional ir^ights into the effects of consxnnption situations on oon-
sumer purchases. Pervin (1976) shews how a similar procedure raight be
used to form a matrix of situations and sitxiational attributes iji which
the entries are applicability ratings, ^y analysing this data* a
taxonony of types of situations based on perceived situational charact-
eristics can then be derived. If the subjects have also provided be-
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havioral data as in the current study, the perceptually-based sittiational
taxonoity can be compared to tha behavloraliy-based sit^iationa.l taxonojjQr
in order to determine whether the perceived differences in situations
translate into differences in purchase behavior. Different ii»thods of
analysis may also provide further inforximtion. Price Cl97li) illustrated
how data liice that analyzed here nd.ght be subjected to separate cluster
analyses for situations and behaviors (prodtict choices) to provide a
suranary cross-comparison of the appropriateness of different product
types in different situation types. However unless the number of product
choices is quite large, this additional grouping of choices may not be
necessary.
Earlier it was noted that there are parallels between the
classification of individual differences and the classification of
situational differences. Although the task inay be sird-lar, it is
apparent that situational classification ourrentlj^ suffers from a sub-
stantial lack of research 'py congDarison to individual differences.
HoKever unlike individual differences, consuinption situational dif-
ffiirences may be expected to vary greatly according to the type of
consumption being considered. This in tuni can greatly simplify the
task of constructing situational tasonoraies , since it is both siinpler
and more appropriate to consider product-specific situational effects.
Tha means for assessing such effects and utilizing then in product
planning are no*,:^ at hand and the evidenc© is growing that an awareness
of these effects can aid the prediction and understanding of consuiBer
choice behavior.
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